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I. INTRODUCTION
In common with other countries which continue to recognise Elizabeth II as their
Queen, in New Zealand the Crown symbolises the authority of government.1 But the
continuation of this symbolism has been questioned by various groups and individuals, who
propose that New Zealand become a republic.2 One reason is the quest for sovereignty by
some Maori- the indigenous inhabitants of the country, another the rejection of the relevance
of the symbolism and substance of an inherited form of government.3
These arguments for a New Zealand republic, although with their own unique elements,
stem from a long tradition of political thought, though not one which was markedly strong in
New Zealand. It has also been argued that the gradual departure from the original
Westminster model means that the abolition of the monarchy will mark the culmination of our
political development.4
The last century has been particularly marked internationally by a process of
modernisation, of abandoning post-mediæval political traditions.5 Though criticism of
monarchy as a generic form of government is by no means absent in republican literature in
New Zealand, the emphasis (and much of the underlying beliefs) is on national identity.
Ironically, this means modern Commonwealth republicanism has relatively little in common
with traditional republicanism of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
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The first section of this paper looks at the older, particularly nineteenth century British,
republican tradition. This was based variously on democracy, utilitarianism, and expense,
depending upon the circumstances of the time.
The second section assesses the republican movement in Australia, and compares and
contrasts it with that in New Zealand. In particular, although like classical republicanism the
Australian variety depended for its intellectual base on sometimes conflicting ideologies, it
has come to have nationalism as its principal motivation.
The third section looks at an argument that it would be illegal to abolish the monarchy.
Although in the end the continuance of a regime depends upon popular support, if it is legally
entrenched this will have an effect upon its stability. In the New Zealand context it would
seem to indicate that the adoption of a republic would be more conceptually problematic than
it would be in Australia.

II.

REPUBLICAN TRADITION IN BRITAIN

It may be thought that a monarchy has no place in a modern, egalitarian society, such as
New Zealand’s. Such arguments were echoed, with stronger force, in early Victorian Britain.
At that time the Sovereign played a greater personal role than he or she- or the GovernorGeneral- does in New Zealand today. What did Victorians, advocates of “progress, political
reform, middle-class energy and self-made success”,6 make of the hereditary monarchy?
There is much empirical evidence, and it highlights the growing tendency towards the
symbolic (rather than political) importance of the Crown. Colley shows how George III,
during the war with Napoléonic France, became the first king since 1688 to be exalted as the
patriotic figurehead of the nation.7 Between 1837 and 1887 opinions moved gradually
towards the picture of the Crown as politically neutral and virtually insignificant.8 Arguments
for the abolition of the monarchy were generally not advanced by the promoters of “progress,
political reform, middle-class energy and self-made success”, but by the more extreme fringes
of advanced political thought.9
One argument used in the late 1840s and 1850s for the abolition of the monarchy was
that political reforms, made in increasing acknowledgement of the de facto sovereignty of the
people, had rendered it politically negligible,10 and that Britain already effectively had a
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republican form of government: “Our monarchy is only a pretence”, ... the Sovereign ... “only
a supernumerary in the pageant”.11
The most outspoken, fundamental criticism of the monarchy 1837-61 was on the
grounds of its alleged irrationality, its costliness and luxury. These were largely intellectual
criticisms based on utilitarian principles that government should be rational and economical,
though not necessarily republican in nature.12
In the 1860s Gladstone became increasingly concerned at what he called the “royalty
question”- “the Queen is invisible and the Prince of Wales is not respected”.13 Organised
republicanism was inspired by the French revolution of 1870, and working-class resentment
of annuities paid to members of the royal family, particularly that to Princess Louise in
1871.14 But, unlike those of the 1840s, these latter republicans were inspired less by principle
than by emotion.15
It was therefore no surprise that, as Bradlaugh’s official biography records, the brevity
of the movement’s life could be attributed to the “want of unity of motive and purpose”
among republicans, the rise in the Prince of Wales’ popularity and the weakening of the
economic case against the Crown as the cost and corruption of republican government in
America and elsewhere became better known.16
It was above all the celebration of royal events which disillusioned republicans,
particularly the recovery of the Prince of Wales from serious illness.17 The masses actually
wanted the monarchy, because it gave them something to enjoy and participate in. Abstract
concepts of government were not enough.18
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While both principled and emotional republicanism faded, there was no slackening in
the economic criticisms of royalty by radical MPs and newspapers.19 But “radicals have
something better to do than to break butterflies on wheels”.20 Emphasis shifted to the more
immediate social issues of the time.
The popular belief that the political power of the Crown had declined to nothing was
identified by George Standring in 1884 as the main reason for the failure of British
republicanism.21
The Times, in regretting Queen Victoria’s apparent withdrawal from government,
warned “No reigning House can afford to confirm in its views those who suggest that the
Throne is only an antiquarian relic and Royalty itself a ceremony”.22 But by the end of the
1860s it too was acknowledging that the future of the monarchy lay in its ceremonial and not
in its political functions.23 Official efforts were made to capture and enhance this perception,
as the monarchy was consciously promoted by Disraeli as a symbol of imperial unity.
This perception was crystallized by Bagehot.24 Yet the authority of the Crown overseas
was in the hands of Governors-General and Ministers responsible to representative
legislatures. The Sovereign was physically absent, so arguments based upon cost or even
egalitarianism were largely inapplicable. There, republicans sought inspiration from other,
often nationalist, beliefs. How these arguments relate to the concept of a national Crown is the
substance of this paper.
III.
A.

REPUBLICAN MOVEMENTS IN THE COMMONWEALTH
Australia

Republicanism in Australia, one of the three “old dominions”25 has owed more to
changing perceptions of national identity (and Irish nationalism), than did the movement in
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Great Britain,26 where indeed the Crown was often regarded (particularly when threatened by
external aggressors) as symbolic of an historic national identity.27
The long history of republicanism in Australia is well documented.28 Always a
substantial but often unrecognised part of Australian political tradition,29 in decline after
1901,30 it was revived in the mid-1960s.31 Republicanism has meant various things and
different times, and has waxed and waned mostly in response to the changes in Australia’s
relationship with the United Kingdom, but partly in time with Australian national selfidentity.
A significant proportion of the early population of Australia were Irish, men and women
who were driven, or chose to emigrate to Australia- in many instances to escape the religious,
social, political, and economic conditions of their homeland.32 The anti-establishment, antiBritish sentiments felt by many of these people- and their descendants- gave rise to the
fenianism manifested in Australia (and elsewhere such as the United States of America and
Canada).33 But this was never a clear-cut anti-British or anti-Protestant emotion, for these
influences were also widely seen as the main sources of arguments for equity and
constitutional rights.34
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In the nineteenth century developing nationalism led to “gold rush” republicanism (such
as the Eureka Stockade uprising in 185435), and federation republicanism (a more principled
advocacy of republicanism as a form of government in the years preceding the federation of
the Australian colonies in 1901).36 Later anti-British feeling led to conscription republicanism
(at the time of the First World War37), and “bodyline” republicanism (inter-war sporting
controversy)-38 both movements for greater independence, or nationalist, rather than
“republican” per se.39
Much recent republican has arguably been inspired less by true nationalism than by
chauvinism.40 Once awakened, former Australian Prime Minister Paul Keating’s republican
belief expressed itself (in the words of one opponent) “in antagonism to the United Kingdom,
contempt for his political opponents, and impatience with the past, rather than any great
affection for the country”.41
Until the early 1990s republicanism, whatever its ideological basis, remained a minority
belief. The response to the Republic Advisory Committee in Australia, established by Paul
Keating, surprised its Chairman, Malcolm Turnbull. Audiences across the country were
“either strongly royalist or against the Keating republic”.42 But the Australian Labour Party
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committed itself to the establishment of a republic in 199143 and it became the official policy
of the Australian Labour Government to introduce a republican form of government.44
The republicanism of the Labour Party leadership had many bases, including fenianism,
nationalism, and more moderate motives, and almost as many models for a republic were
proposed. In 1995 the Labour Government announced its support for a republican model with
a President elected by two-thirds majority vote of Parliament.45 It was felt that this would
avoid the politicisation of the office.46 The hope was to maximise the chance of successfully
persuading the electorate to support a republic by minimising the extent of change.47
In 1995 the Liberal Party dropped active support for the monarchy, though they were
not supportive of a republic.48 Historically a radical cause, republicanism had now become an
establishment cause,49 espoused by different groups for diverse reasons. A referendum on the
continuation of the monarchy or establishment of a republic was held in 1999.
Unlike early nineteenth century British republicans (who were largely motivated by
utilitarianism), Australian republicans in the 1990s were largely concerned with a “foreign
head of State”-50 national identity.51 The details of a republic were, to many advocates, hoping
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to unite republicans of different ideologies, of secondary importance.52 Although many
Australian republicans were concerned with the details of a republican constitution,
pragmatism led to this being relegated to second place.53
While focusing on the existence of a “foreign” head of State, the republicans at once
downplayed the significant constitutional implications of a republic and the emotional
attachment many still felt for the monarchy.54 As an Australian referendum campaign
developed in the late 1990s, advocates of a republic took the initiative. Opponents were
branded as “un-Australian”.
Although the focus of much republican sentiment was symbolism, there was also an
important undercurrent of republican constitutionalism.55 The dismissal of Prime Minister
Gough Whitlam’s Labour government by the Governor-General in 1975 revealed, in the view
of Reynolds, that “representative government in Australia was an empty gesture when
confronted with viceroy sovereignty”. Because the discretion to dismiss was both legal and
operative, responsible government was an ideal rather than a reality. Only by becoming a
“Monarchy to Republic” [1988] New Zealand Law Journal 10 at 11. There are striking
parallels with thinking in eighteenth century America; William Liddle, “A patriot king, or
none” (1970) Claremont Graduate University PhD thesis.
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republic, with sovereignty vested in the people, and with elected representatives given the
power to govern, would independence be achieved.56
Though seriously flawed- through a misunderstanding of the limitations imposed by
convention- this type of argument has been used to justify constitutional reform which is
actually largely inspired by arguments less amenable to proof, such as those of national
identity,57 just as opposition to reform was often based on emotion.
The undercurrent of debate as to the constitutional implications of the form of republic
chosen became important. Galligan argued that the existing Australian Constitution was
essentially republican, only barely disguised by monarchic symbols and forms.58 He argued
that current republican agitation was based on a misunderstanding of the true character of the
regime or an exaggerated emphasis on its monarchic symbols and executive formulation.59
Thus, adoption of a republic for reasons of national identity need not have a significant
constitutional effect.
However, many commentators believed that introducing a republic would mean a more
radical change than Galligan allowed.60 Atkinson observed that:
[Australia] is a monarchy at a more fundamental level than most people seem to imagine.
Monarchy is more than merely royalty. [It is] a living and active conscience at the centre
of the State.61

Even former proponents of a republic had their doubts. Just three months from the 1999
referendum Peter Reith, a senior member of the Australian government, said he (though a
republican) now believed that the republic model on offer was “seriously flawed” and “a third
rate compromise” which could threaten Australia’s democracy.
To vote Yes [for a republic] would be the same as giving away blank cheques. It would
be folly to vote for change when the consequences of the change are not clear.62
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The authors of the Turnbull Report felt that presidential powers, if unlimited by
convention, could risk giving a president “potentially autocratic powers”.63 Opinion polls
confirmed that the population was concerned by the details of the proposed republic. If they
had to have a president, most would prefer one directly elected by the people, rather than
appointed by politicians.64
In conformity with the popular interest in substance rather than merely symbolism,
upholders of the monarchy were often more concerned with the Constitution than the Crown
as such, and reflected a pride in Australian constitutional order.65 In this they actually had
much in common with the early nineteenth century British republicans than did the
republicans themselves.66
The pro-monarchy movement, spearheaded by the Australians for Constitutional
Monarchy,67 sought to rely on constitutional, rather than emotional arguments. They argued
that the Governor-General was effectively head of State already.68 The Queen was the
Sovereign, not head of State. The Governor-General reported to Her Majesty, but did not
answer to her.69 The real choice was not therefore between the Queen and an Australian head
of State,70 but between the Governor-General and a president.71 They argued that the present
constitutional system enjoyed widespread support and should not be changed.
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Opposition to a republic was largely based on those who supported the pre-existing
constitutional balance of power,72 and advocates of constitutional monarchy as a political
principle or institution.73 But it also embraced those wishing to retain links with the British
Crown precisely because it is British, and those who opposed the nationalist rhetoric of some
republicans, whether on internationalist74 or even feminist grounds.75 The common refrain
was that the onus of proving the necessity for change lies with its proponents.76
Perhaps more seriously, it had been said that “abolition would drive a fundamental shift
of legitimacy which is already underway”.77 Observers such as Hugh Stretton detected a
paradox in the Keating Government’s determination to assert Australia’s sovereignty over the
Constitution (which was never in doubt) at the same time as the government was
relinquishing sovereignty over the economy.78
Amongst those opposed to nationalist republicanism the feminists presented perhaps the
most intriguing views. There are a number of feminist approaches to the State. Liberal
feminism sees the State as potentially neutral, non-gendered. The emphasis is upon
citizenship and equal rights. Marxist feminists views the State as patriarchal, serving the
interests of men.79 In both views the establishment of a republic could have been used as a
means of reinforcing male political and economic dominance.80 Republicanism, and its
71
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attachments to nationalism, or to a search for unified identity within “a fluid, complex and
heterogeneous culture,” is seen as philosophically and politically retrogressive.81 In some
respects at least the Crown is an inherently matriarchal institution.82
In Australia, although the monarchy is part of an entrenched Constitution, it was this
very position which threatened the long-term survival of the Crown. Party political
controversy has brought the Constitution, and, especially the Crown, into the forefront of
political debate.83
Though often inspired by nationalism, the republicans shared as many varied
perceptions of the Constitution as their opponents. The outcome of the referendum of
November 1999, the rejection of a republic by a claim majority-84 should have come as no
surprise. As Hudson and Carter have said, perhaps the debate is not between dependence and
independence, but about reforming the polity as a whole.85 The lessons for New Zealand- and
for Canada- are that substance, symbolism, and emotion are all equally important elements in
this debate.86
B.

New Zealand

Republican sentiment in New Zealand has never been as strong as it has been in
Australia.87 New Zealand lacks a tradition of republicanism akin to that found in Australiamuch of which was founded in Irish fenianism.88 It remains the ideal of a minority, though a
Politics in Transition (Oxford University Press: Auckland, 1997); J. Hoorn & D. Goodman
(eds), Vox Reeeipublicae (1996) a special edition of Journal of Australian Studies no 47; Kay
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MMP (3rd ed Oxford University Press, Auckland, 1997) at 49.
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growing one.89 But in 1994 the Rt Hon James Bolger, the then Prime Minister, proposed that
New Zealand become a republic by the turn of the century.90 This was presented as a
necessary adjustment following the advent of Mixed-Member Proportional (MMP) voting91
for the House of Representatives in 1996.92 The reason given was that “the tide of history is
moving in one direction”, towards republicanism as a fulfilment of national identity.93 It was
associated with the termination of imperial honours,94 and moves to end the right of appeal to
the Privy Council.95
89
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Hulme. Lacking significant support, it became dormant until it was re-launched in November
1999 by its new President, Dave Guerin. The Republican Party itself existed only 1995-2000.
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always sought more contact with the Queen than had Lange himself; Interview with David
Lange, 20 May 1998.
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& Matthew Palmer, Bridled Power- New Zealand Government under MMP (3rd ed Oxford
University Press, Auckland, 1997); Keith Jackson & Alan McRobie, New Zealand adopts
proportional representation: accident? design? evolution? (Brookfield: Aldershot, 1998).
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System: Report of the Prime Minister’s Honours Advisory Committee (Department of the
Prime Minister and Cabinet, Wellington, 1995). Though the new honours remain royal
honours, thereby illustrating the continuing evolution of a distinct New Zealand Crown. The
process was completed with the announcement of new bravery and gallantry awards in 1999,
and (arguably) the announcement of the discontinuing of knighthoods; Prime Ministers Press
Statement 21 September 1999; Prime Ministers Press Statement 10 April 2000; "Does
Comrade Clark want us all the same?" New Zealand Herald 12th April 2000 p A19.
95

Andrew Stockley, “Becoming a Republic?- Matters of Symbolism” in Luke Trainor (ed),
Republicanism in New Zealand (Dunmore Press: Palmerston North, 1996) at 61. The planned
abolition of appeals failed for the time being, however, in part because of opposition by
Maori, some of whom see it as a means of ensuring government compliance with the
principles of the Treaty of Waitangi, signed by the Crown and the Maori chiefs in 1840. The
abolition of appeals has again become an issue, with the release of a discussion paper by the
Attorney-General in 2000.
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Although Bolger knew what he was proposing did not have popular support, he
seriously underestimated the level of opposition to his proposal from within his own party.96
His call caused considerable consternation among Ministers,97 three of whom immediately
and publicly disavowed any desire to abolish the monarchy.98 Nor was the response from the
Opposition as favourable as he might have wished,99 in part because those personally in
favour of a republic did not wish to be associated with Bolger'
s initiative.100 Republicanism
might have seemed to many observers a distraction from more immediate concerns.101
The immediate origins of Bolger’s call for a republic belong in the neo-liberalism
adopted by successive governments in New Zealand since 1984.102 Economic, political and
social life had undergone revolutionary change.103 The foundations of national identity had
been undermined from two directions. The interventionist, centralised welfare State was
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Luke Trainor (ed), Republicanism in New Zealand (Dunmore Press: Palmerston North,
1996) 22. Indeed, it may have been his persistence in advancing this proposal in the face of
party opposition which was one of the principal causes of his fall from favour, and ultimately
his political demise; Interview with Neil Walker, 11 May 1999. However, cf interview with
Sir Douglas Graham, 24 November 1999.
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Republicanism in New Zealand (Dunmore Press: Palmerston North, 1996) 62.
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John Banks, Simon Upton and Jenny Shipley. Upton in particular pointed to the Irish
connections of Bolger; Dominion (Wellington) 4 April 1994. He has continued to publicise
his support for the institution; “Monarchy still gives us more than any republic would” Press
16 September 1997.
99

Helen Clark, leader of the Labour Party, and Jim Anderton, leader of the Alliance, both in
principle supportive of a republic, were taken by surprise. Nor is the Labour Party dedicated
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p 24.
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A perception echoed several years later by the leaders of the main parties; “Leaders shrug
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Liberalism” in Raymond Miller (ed), New Zealand Politics in Transition (Oxford University
Press, Auckland, 1997) 341. But Barry Gustafson has suggested that Bolger simply wanted to
leave his mark in history; “Republican PM takes troops by surprise”; Sunday Star-Times
(Auckland) 20 March 1994.
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replaced by the globally diffused, individualised, and unregulated system of economic, social
and political power, backed by a selectively coercive residual State.104
Republicanism arguably involves formally cutting colonial ties and creating a postcolonial State. Republicanism is therefore, to some extent, about decolonisation.105 The wish
to bury the colonial inheritance, to embrace multiculturalism, and to locate New Zealand
firmly in Asia was a conscious, market-related choice driven by external developments.106
New Zealand is a South Pacific nation, with a focus on Asia.107 Nationhood, what New
Zealand stood for, and its feeling of self-respect were also cited as reasons why New Zealand
should become a republic.108
Most important among the symbolic aspects, and that upon which Bolger relied, was
that it was inappropriate for “the Queen of England” “to be Head of State and to have power
to appoint a Governor-General to exercise her royal powers on her behalf in New Zealand”.109
National identity requires a New Zealand head of State.110 Attacks upon the Crown were
motivated, not because of criticism of the way in which the political system operated, but
because of the connection with the British monarchy.111
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1996) 21. Jesson located the rise of republicanism in the growth of the global economy; Luke
Trainor (ed), Republicanism in New Zealand (Dunmore Press: Palmerston North, 1996) 24.
But radical liberalisation and globalisation are conceptually opposed to nationalism, and
logically of republicanism founded in nationalism; Friedrich von Hayek, Law, Legislation and
Liberty ((Routledge & Kegan Paul: London, 1982) at 111.
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Sir Geoffrey Palmer & Matthew Palmer, Bridled Power- New Zealand Government under
MMP (3rd ed Oxford University Press, Auckland, 1997) at 50. It has been suggested that
Bolger was not so much an advocate of a republic as determined to promote debate on
national identity; Interview with Georgina te Heuheu, 7 December 1999.
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Philip Shannon, “Becoming a republic” (1995) Victoria University of Wellington LLM
research paper.
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Though the Queen can be seen as a New Zealand head of State, and it has been observed
that there is nothing wrong with a shared head of State in this age of internationalism; Hon Mr
Justice Michael Kirby, “The Australian Constitutional Monarchy and its likely survival”
[1993] New Zealand Law Journal 201 at 205; Patrick Downey, “Monarchy to Republic”
[1988] New Zealand Law Journal 10 at11.
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These arguments can be seen in such works as Luke Trainor (ed), Republicanism in New
Zealand (Dunmore Press: Palmerston North, 1996). These parallel attitudes in Australia,
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Sir Geoffrey Palmer, a former Professor of Law and one-time Prime Minister, has
observed that while no doubt the country’s ties with the United Kingdom are not as strong as
they once were, as the Queen is Queen of New Zealand, that is not relevant.112 But the New
Zealand media have difficulty in portraying the Queen other than the way most of the rest of
the world view her- as the British Queen.113 Nor is this surprising, since Elizabeth II’s
position as Queen of New Zealand is clearly secondary to her position of Queen of the United
Kingdom.114
Ironically this very focus on the British nature of the monarchy was actually part of its
appeal to many,115 not least many Maori. New Zealand is part of a wider heritage, one which
is not yet entirely irrelevant.116 As a smaller, less cosmopolitan country such perceptions seem
to have survived in New Zealand longer than they did in Australia.117 Increased globalisation
may have an important, as yet undefined, influence.118
Bolger’s own starting point was allegedly his Irish roots, though he has never publicly
confirmed this.119 However, the perceived linkage between Catholicism and republicanism in
Ireland has been criticised as “bad history and theology, and a manifestation of bigotry and
ignorance”.120 Whatever the truth, to the Irish nationalist, the Crown was equated with the
occupier, just as to many French-Canadians the Crown represented the victor in the AngloFrench wars of the eighteenth century.121 For similar reasons, in Canada support for the
though not generally those in Canada; David E. Smith, The Republican Option in Canada,
Past and Present (University of Toronto Press: Toronto, 1999).
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Sir Geoffrey Palmer, Unbridled Power: An Interpretation of New Zealand’s Constitution
and Government (2nd ed Oxford University Press: Wellington, 1987) at 25-26.
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Antony Wood, “New Zealand” in David Butler, & D.A. Low (eds), Sovereigns and
Surrogates: Constitutional Heads of State in the Commonwealth (Macmillan: London, 1991)
at 116.
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Globalisation was strongly emphasised by the Queen (and compared with the traditional
diversity of the Commonwealth) in her speech at the opening ceremony of the
Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting, Durban, South Africa, 12 November 1999.
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On 17 March 1994 John Banks confided to his diary that “for an Irishman to do this on St
Patrick’s Day is inflammatory”; Quoted in Paul Goldsmith, John Banks, A biography
(Penguin: Auckland, 1997) at 238.
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Andrew Boyd, “Catholicism and republicanism in Ireland” (1995) 266 Contemporary
Review 57.
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Carolee Ruth Pollock, “His Majesty’s Subjects” (1996) University of Alberta PhD thesis.
The same attitude could be detected in the Afrikaans population of South Africa in their 1961
referendum on republicanism; Interview with Richard Girdwood, 18 September 1999.
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Crown is weakest in French-speaking provinces. Although support for a republic was much
more pronounced amongst the French nationalists of Quebec that elsewhere in Canada,122 this
did not equate to active steps being taken in this direction by Canada as a whole. Separation
from Canada, or recognition of Quebec as a distinct society, were more important to the
leaders of the Francophone community.123
Such nationalism seems to be largely absent in New Zealand, and the Crown could be
seen to be representative of all people. Indeed, to the Maori, it was often seen as an ally
against the colonial (and later) government,124 though there is some Maori republicanism
founded on concepts of Maori sovereignty.125
Radical liberalisation and globalisation are both conceptually opposed to nationalism,126
Nationalism should, according to this theory, be in decline, but the reality of national politics
prevents this.127 Thus republicanism founded in nationalism- and even Maori nationalism, still
found reasonably fertile ground.128
More profound constitutional reasons why New Zealand might consider it appropriate
to become a republic include the proposition that the constitutional system ought to rest on
firmer constitutional foundations than at present. Parliamentary sovereignty has allegedly
been found to be inadequate for protecting individual rights and ensuring the accountability
and integrity of governmental institutions. An entrenched Constitution- which New Zealand at
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contexts (Oxford University Press: Wellington, 1991).
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present lacks- could possibly ensure this, but would not necessarily be republican.129
Concerns have also been expressed about the adequacy of the present position of the
Governor-General, particularly the prerogative (and unwritten) nature of many of their
powers.130
But, unlike Australia, the arguments for a republic based on fundamental constitutional
principles are seldom proposed and appear ill-supported.131 In part this could be because New
Zealand may share with Canada an antipathy to abstract political theory.132
Australia, by contrast, was from even before federation more inclined to radical
experiment in government.133 Yet, the advent of MMP has encouraged consideration of the
structure of government in a way which earlier reforms did not.134
The absence of the monarch rendered much of the basis for the traditional British
republicanism irrelevant alike in Australia and New Zealand.135 Since the monarch had little
active role to play, to borrow from nineteenth century republicans “radicals have something
better to do than to break butterflies on wheels”.136 But it must also be said that there has been
little advocacy of monarchy in general.137
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George Winterton, “A New Zealand Republic in Alan Simpson (ed), Constitutional
Implications of MMP (School of Political Science and International Relations, Victoria
University of Wellington: Wellington, 1998).
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The 2000 Victoria University of Wellington Institute of Policy Studies conference
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; Jeremy Mayer & Lee Sigelman, “Zog for Albania,
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Some efforts to instigate the type of republican movement seen in Australia in the 1990s
have been made in New Zealand,138 but have so far failed to develop in the way achieved in
Australia in the same period, largely due to public apathy. Republican sentiment in New
Zealand, though held by a not-inconsiderable proportion of the population, has yet to find a
common ground or sense of purpose.139
It has been said that with the rapidly changing demographics of New Zealand, more
people “will find it difficult to see the relevance of colonial links with the United Kingdom”.
Few of the growing Pacific Islands and Asian and other ethnic groups which form an
increasingly large proportion of the population “have strong historical or cultural links to the
United Kingdom”.140
It is possible that there will be an increase, in early years of twenty-first century, in
popular support for a republic. This could occur as the firmer supporters of the monarchy are
gradually outnumbered by the less enthusiastic younger generations. The increase in
immigration from Asian, and other non-traditional sources could also fuel this change.141
Opinion polls have always shown younger people are more inclined to favour a
republic, though this has not led to any significant increase in support for a republic by the
population as a whole over the last three decades.142 Opinion polls quite clearly show that the
number of people who support the monarchy consistently outnumber those who favour a
republic.143
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1996).
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Support for a republic is found most significantly among the more highly educated
sectors of society, and among the lower socio-economic groups.144 But these arguments are
problematic. Support for the monarchy ebbs and flows over time for various, not always
predictable reasons.145 More importantly, support appears, as in Australia, to be firmer for the
system than for the symbolism. Australia adopting the republic system of government could
well be a major catalyst for New Zealand to follow suit-146 though by no means conclusive.147
IV.

SOME LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS

Apart from considerations of the popular support or otherwise for the monarchy, there is
an argument that it might be illegal for New Zealand to become a republic, an argument
which also has as its basis the belief that the Crown has evolved as a distinctly New Zealand
institution.
In 1993 Sir Robin Cooke, President of the Court of Appeal of New Zealand, contributed
to Joseph’s Essays on the Constitution some reflections on the legal implications of New
Zealand becoming a republic. Lord Cooke of Thorndon (as he became in 1996)148 felt that the
adoption of a republican form of government in New Zealand would not only be a radical
change in the system of government, but might even be illegal.149
This proposition claims support from two arguments, one legal, the other political,
although perhaps ultimately legal as well. Lord Cooke has enunciated the first (based on an
interpretation of the Constitution Act 1986),150 Brookfield the second (which is based on the
Treaty of Waitangi).151
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The Statute of Westminster 1931152 expressly provided that it did not confer any power
to repeal or alter the New Zealand Constitution Act 1852153 otherwise than in accordance with
the law existing before the commencement of the 1931 Act. Thus, in 1947 further imperial
legislation154 was needed to empower the Parliament of New Zealand to alter, suspend, or
repeal, any of the provisions of the 1852 Act.155
However, by s 26 of the Constitution Act 1986, the New Zealand Constitution Act
1852,156 the Statute of Westminster 1931,157 and the New Zealand Constitution (Amendment)
Act 1947 were declared to have ceased to have effect as part of the law of New Zealand.
Reliance can no longer be placed upon the 1852 Act and its amendments for any future
constitutional changes in New Zealand.158
The 1986 Act attempted to maintain continuity by providing that the House of
Representatives shall be the same body as that referred to in s 32 of the New Zealand
Constitution Act 1852.159 Similarly, s 14(1) provides that there shall be a Parliament of New
Zealand. This shall consist of the Sovereign in right of New Zealand,160 and the House of
Representatives. This latter is said to be the same body as that which before the
commencement of the Act was called the General Assembly,161 although it was the GovernorGeneral, rather than the Sovereign, who was part of the General Assembly. Section 15(1)
states that the Parliament “continues to have full power to make laws”- without, however,
specifying any source for that power. Especially seminal are sections 2 and 3:162
2. Head of State- (1) The Sovereign in right of New Zealand is the head of State of New
Zealand, and shall be known by the royal style and titles proclaimed from time to time.
(2) The Governor-General appointed by the Sovereign is the Sovereign’s representative
in New Zealand.
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3. Exercise of royal powers by the Sovereign or the Governor-General- (1) Every power
conferred on the Governor-General by or under any act is a royal power which is
exercisable by the Governor-General on behalf of the Sovereign, and may accordingly be
exercised either by the Sovereign in person or by the Governor-General.
(2) Every reference in any act to the Governor-General in Council or any other like
expression includes a reference to the Sovereign acting by and with the advice and
consent of the Executive Council.

While the Sovereign is recognised as head of State, the continued authority of the
imperial statutes which established the present structure of Parliament, consisting of the
Queen and the House of Representatives, is ended. This ambivalence led to debate among
constitutional scholars as to whether the New Zealand constitution is autochthonous.163
Lord Cooke contended that it is by no means clear whether the mere amendment of
sections 2(1) and 14(1) of the Constitution Act 1986 would legally effect the abolition of the
monarchy. Although the provisions of the Constitution Act are not entrenched,164 and the
abolition could legally be effected virtually overnight by a bare majority of the House of
Representatives,165 the issue is not purely or even mainly a legal one. Put simply, the Queen is
one of the elements of Parliament, and cannot eliminate herself without annulling
Parliament.166
Daniel O’Connell also has doubted that even a supreme legislature has the authority to
change its own structure by abolishing the monarchy.167 Such arguments however have little
political force, and would be unlikely to prove a serious hurdle for any Parliament that wished
to legislate for a republic.
The monarchy itself can be seen as the cornerstone of the entire edifice, though the
position of the Crown in New Zealand is not, unlike in Canada and Australia, protected by
statutory entrenchment.168
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Section 14(1) of the Constitution Act 1986 provides that Parliament consists of the
Sovereign (in right of New Zealand) and the House of Representatives. A republic could be
established in New Zealand by the simple expedient of amending this provision to replace the
Sovereign with a President, as the section is not entrenched.169
But the courts, relying of the common law, might not recognise any ordinary legislation
which purported to establish a republic, in the absence of a referendum. This would depend
upon the extent to which the courts felt that a republic constituted a fundamental change in the
constitutional grundnorm.170
Minimal change to the New Zealand constitution, by removing the office of the
Sovereign, and substituting that of a President, would certainly make the country a republic,
but one without any claim to be even partly based on popular sovereignty.171 This would
require a more fundamental constitutional revision, almost certainly involving an entrenched
constitution adopted by referendum.
More importantly, as the signatory of the Treaty of Waitangi, the Crown remains
symbolically important in Maori society. Therefore the option of the minimalist republic,
advocated so warmly but unsuccessfully in Australia in 1999, may be more difficult to obtain
in New Zealand.172
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V.

CONCLUSION

The nineteenth century British tradition of republicanism was based largely on
opposition to government in the hands of hereditary Sovereigns. As the personal power of the
Sovereign declined, so opposition changed to focus on the cost of monarchy, which remains
the basis for much of the existing republicanism in Great Britain.173
Neither argument has much relevance in the realms. The personal power of the
Sovereign and his or her local representative is strictly limited, and the cost of the monarchy
is borne, to a great extent, by the British taxpayer.174 This leaves nationalism or symbolism as
the major factor.
The republican tradition in Australia was grounded in nationalism, a degree of Irish
republicanism (which saw the Crown as symbolic of British oppression175), and a smaller
degree of doctrinaire republicanism, whose advocates saw hereditary authority, however
attenuated, as inimical to democracy. The result of the 1999 referendum would appear to
suggest that republicanism founded in nationalism is insufficient, and that deeper concerns
with the constitutional structure of the country were critical.176
New Zealand, for various reasons, appears to have a less strongly polarised society, and
at present lacks the chauvinism seen in much of the republic rhetoric in Australia.177 Although
present in varying degrees, none of these factors has encouraged the growth of a strong
republican movement. Symbolism is important in New Zealand, but it does not necessarily
require the abolition of the monarchy to reinforce national identity. Indeed, the symbolism of
the Crown has become an important element in Maori-government dialogue.178
The symbolic argument for a republic has failed to gain significant support so far,
perhaps because it concentrated overly on the person of the Sovereign. The dangers of this
approach were illustrated in the 1999 Australian referendum campaign. Like in Canada,179 the
Crown is arguably not an issue in New Zealand because of the strength of our national
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identity, not its weakness. Many Canadian commentators have expressed the view that
republicanism is not a major issue in Canada, because of the constitutional pre-occupation
with Quebec, and Canada’s desire to distinguish itself from the United States of America.180
Various other reasons might be advanced as to why the Crown has continued to be regarded
as a useful tool of government. Trudeau held the pragmatic view that abolition of the
monarchy would be more trouble than it was worth.181 Smith would go further, and rejects a
minimalist interpretation of the Crown’s position in the polity. He advances the proposition
that the Crown as a concept should be taken seriously, and asserts that the Crown is the
organising force behind the executive, legislature, administration, and judiciary.
According to Smith, in the Canadian federal structure the Crown exercises
determinative influence over the conduct of intergovernmental relations. The result is a
distinctive form of federalism best described as a system of compound monarchies.182
The Crown played an essential role
in converting the highly centralized constitution originally designed by the Fathers of
Confederation into the more balanced and decentralized system of today, a system in
which the provinces are not inferior, subordinate governments but instead exercise de
183
facto coordinate sovereignty with that of the federal government.

The Crown has also been important precisely because it is the established mechanism
through which Canadian government is conducted. The Canadian Constitution of 1867 was
deliberately unclear in several key areas. This was because, as the Quebec Resolution stated:
The Conference ... desire to follow the model of the British constitution so far as our
circumstances will permit ...

and
the Executive authority or government shall be ... administered according to the well184
understood principles of the British constitution.

Flexibility was important, and this the Crown gave Canada.
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Canadian governments benefited from the vagueness of a system of government based
upon conventions rather than written rules. But not only the federal government gained,
provincial governments benefited also. Thus the practical importance of the Crown lay in the
authority which it conferred upon the provincial governments.
Equally importantly in New Zealand, recent experience with the adoption of a new
electoral system is not likely to encourage advocates of short-term change. Popular feeling
seems to suggest dissatisfaction with on-going social, economic and political reforms.185
The special position of the Maori people further complicate the situation, and arguably
strengthen the Crown, even if only by weakening the case for a republic.186 Certainly, the
adoption of a republic would require consideration of questions inherently more complex than
those faced by the Australian population. In parallels with the New Zealand situation, it can
be seen that, to some degree at least, the establishment of Canada was founded on a series of
treaties between the Crown and the native American people. The obligations under these
treaties have been assumed by the Canadian authorities, but in such a way that the Crown
remains symbolically central to the relationship.187 For the relationship is not between
Europeans and natives, though it could be perceived as being between State and nativesprovided there was agreement as to the nature of the State.
The weakness in support for a republic is not due to enthusiastic support for the
monarchy, per se. Now largely divorced from the person of the monarch by a process of
nationalisation, localisation or patriation, the Crown it has developed a life of its own. The
Crown remains important because of the peculiar system of government which New Zealand
has inherited; the monarchy perhaps less so.
Decolonisation or further constitutional evolution need not take the form of
republicanism, but rather the remodelling of the Crown in a truly national form.188 Indeed, in
this respect New Zealand would seem to have more in common with Canada than with
Australia.189 The Crown had assumed a dual nature in Canada long before the concept of the
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divisibility of the Crown was fully developed in the Dominions.190 But the application of this
later concept also led to the Canadian Crown changing. Acting only on the advice of
Canadian Ministers, and no longer an agent of empire, the Governor-General assumed a
position increasingly analogous to that the Sovereign held in the United Kingdom, leaving
little room for the Sovereign.191
The symbolism of the Crown was therefore reworked, rather than discarded. In Canada,
rather than a call for a republic, there has been to a “separation of the person of the monarch
from the concept of the Crown”.192 This has however tended to diminish the dignity of the
Queen’s person, and may also ultimately diminish the practical role the Crown plays in
Canadian government.193
After the return to power of the Liberal Party in 1963, the new government, influenced
by the proponents of bilingualism, set out to reform the Crown in Canada as a specifically
Canadian institution.194
There was a deliberate rejection of the historic Crown with its anthem, emblems, and
symbolism, which made accessible a past the government of the day rejected. The new Crown
was to be “rooted in the future, not in the past”.195 This did not mean rejection of the Crown,
but moulding it to a new form, one symbolic of multiculturalism and modernity.
The existence of the Treaty of Waitangi as a focus for indigenous rights has influenced
the direction of political theory in this country, and has promoted the identification of the
Crown as the principal organ of government. Such a move might have occurred in Canada,
but for the federal structure of government.
It never occurred in Australia because an entrenched Constitution and a long-standing
minority republican sentiment prevented this. But support for the system of government
which the Crown represents does not of itself equate to support for the monarchy.
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